Real-Time Purchase-to-Pay Automation:
80% Cost Reduction.
Easy. Powerful. Smart.

Yooz is the only
AP Automation Solution for
the Automotive Industry
The most successful dealership GMs rely on automated, real-time, and instant user
adoption processes and tools. Smart invoice and payment processing (AP) automation
have become even more critical for handling routine time-consuming tasks such as
invoice processing, coding, approval, payables, and vendor audits.

Yooz Solves Your Top Automotive
Accounts Payable Pain Points
AP Pain Points for
Automotive Companies

Yooz is the Best Solution
for Pain-Free AP

Lack of visibility of cashﬂow and
ﬁnancial projections, missing invoices,
high volume of paper

Gain instant visibility into your AP
process and metrics in real-time and
stop losing documents

Missed or late payments

Reduce your processing time and costs
by 80%, start Yoozing now and save
time and money

Complicated,
static,
and
lengthy
approval processes, decentralization of
documents

Cut cycle time to hours, "yooz" your
invoices to get major discounts

Slow new hire ramp-up

Set up easily, try for free and start
‘’Yoozing’’ right away

Lack

of

security

when
storing
documents

Store fully-compliant and fraud-free
documents safely in the cloud

Only Yooz can solve
these top automotive
industry pain points.
Learn more!

Integration Excellence with
Over 250 DMS and
Financial Management
Systems
Yooz seamlessly integrates with more than 250
ﬁnancial management systems to deliver an
amazing level of automation with extreme
simplicity.

Don't see your DMS or
ﬁnancial system listed?
We can help!
Book your discovery call
today.

Our clients are
the heroes of our story
“Before Yooz we had no visibility into our payables process.
Now I can visually see exactly where each invoice is in the
workﬂow. And I can create customized reports in real-time
that make sense and are value-added.”
Shelley Duggins, Accounts Payable Manager

“Since implementing Yooz for our ﬁve-store dealership group,
the invoice processing time has been reduced by 50%, the cost
associated with cutting checks has decreased by 75%, saving
us nearly $35,000 a year, and our GMs have complete visibility
into our AP process.”
Patsy Price, Director of Operations

“Yooz was the only provider that offered a complete,
end-to-end solution. No bolting on additional software. No
additional costs. No worry about integration.”
Jason Kleve, Controller

About Yooz
Yooz provides the smartest, most powerful
and easiest-to-use cloud-based Purchaseto-Pay (P2P) automation solution. It delivers
unmatched savings, speed and security with
affordable zero-risk subscriptions to more
than 4,000 customers and 200,000 users
worldwide. Yooz’s unique solution leverages
Artiﬁcial Intelligence to deliver an amazing
level of automation.
Visit us at www.GetYooz.com
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